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SUlumary. This is the first of a series of papers in which evidence is given for the
occurrence of nuclear reactions during energy production in Ni-H systems. Details
of the calorimetric measurements are reported in this paper. Evidence for nuclear

emission and presence of nuclear ashes will be reported in the following papers.
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Introduction

In a .previous paper [11 some of us reported on the existence of an anomalous heat
production observed .in hydrogen-loaded nickel rods. The phen<Jrnenon occurs when a
cell containing a nickel rod is maintained at temperatures above a critical value and is

filled with gaseous H2 at subatmospheric pressures.
A constant input power was used to raise and keep the cell temperature constant ac
its working value (corresponding to about 700 J( for the Ni rod). It was possible to
induce an increase of the sample temperature from its working value to about 820 K.
This anomalous equilibrium condition will be referred in the following as excited state.
The system was able to stay in the excited state for times longer than one month, so

producing an excess heat greater than 90 MJ.
The experimental cell described in reference [II was successively modified and also a new
cell was built with an improvement which allows the measurement and the monitoring

of the external surface temperature.

_

\Vith this new set UP, the external temperature increase, together with the internal one,
have been utilized to characterize the excited state of the Ni sample. The existence

of an exothermic effect, whose heat yield is well above that of any known chemical
reaction, has been unambiguously confirmed by evaluating the thermal flux coming

from the cells.
J\Ioreover, in order to check a supposed nuclear origin of the phenomenon we measured
the radiation coming from the cells and performed measurements to detect nuclear

a,hes.

I

Evidence of heat excess have been obtained by many authors [21 but almost all of
the experimental and theoretical researches in this field is concerned with palladiumdeuterium systems in electrolytic devices. Very little evidence of radiation emission in
the experiments was reported. They are normally qualitati,ve and when quantitative [3]
are very close to a background level.
For the sake of clarity, experimental data are presented in different papers focusing
on the following topics: calorimetric measurements, nuclear measurements, tests for
nuclear ashes.
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Experimental apparatus

In the following we shall describe two experimental cells which will be referred to cell A
and B. Cell A (fig. la) is the same as used in the experiment described in reference [II,
B is a new cell. The cell Al containing only one metal rod, is now equipped with a type
K chromel-alumel thermocouple having a sensitivity of about 10 p.V/K in the region of
interest. One of the two thermocouple junctions is fixed to the external surface, while
the reference one is immersed in a water- containing dewar. \rVater temperature and
room temperature are continuously recorded. Voltage measurements are performed
with multimeters METEX M4650.
Cell B (see fig. Ib) is constructed in a similar way. The cell vessel is a stainless steel
tube (din = 22 mm, dext = 28 mm,length = 150 mm) ending with commercia.l vacuum
fittings flanges CF35. A second stainless steel tube (din = 34 mm) is placed around this
vessel to create an interspace and to allow a fast cooling of the cell, if necessary. The
heater, supplied by means of a d.c. voltage stabilized power supply (Alpha Electronica
mod. AL81S), is a Ni-Cr wire fastened around a ceramic cylinder (external diameter
21 mm). A «ramic holder keeps four metal rods symmetrically set around the cell
axis where the thermocouple: Tc.2 is placed. Due to the high cell working temperature
(about 700 K) electrical insulation and gluing inside the cell are done with ceramic
bonding.
The cell is equipped with three other thermocouples, Tc" Tc" (exterMI) and TC3
(internalL placed as shown in fig. Ib, to have a more complete temperature map. All
the thermocouples are type K, with an accuracy better than 0.3 K; their reference
junctions are immersed in a water containing dewar, at a controlled temperature.
Electrical feedthroughs are done by.means of a BTJ8 vacuum fitting (from RIAL Parma, Italy) and the cell is connected to the gas handling system by means of a
commercial DN2.5 ,,:acuum fitting with aluminium seal. The pressure inside the cell is
measured by a piezomanometer (vVSE-vValdscc Electronic).
Data acquisition (temperatures, pressure, voltage and current) is performed by means
of a PC (cpu 80486) equipped with a 12 bit National Instrument interface card utilizing
a Labview softwan:~.
vVe have utilized a rotary pump for primary vacuum and a turbomolecular pump for
degassing of cells and samples.
Fig. lc shows the experimental set up utilized for both the cells.
The metal rods used in the experiments here described were coated with a thick {'"
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0.1 mm) nickel layer in an usual nickel-plating bath [41· After the introduction in the
cells, the rods were annea!en under vacuum (p < 10- 4 mbar) a.t temperatures uIJ to
about 900 K. Successive thermal cycles were also performed in hydrogen atmosphere
below 1 bar.
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Calorimetry

OUf experimental apparatuses were mainly built to allow the measurement of the heat
production triggered in Ni sample after several thermal cycles in H2 atmosphere. Each
calorimetric cell allows a continuous monitoring of its energy balance by measuring the
equilibrium temperature at different cell positions ( see figs. 1 for temperature sensors
position). A constant power is supplied to each cell and the power output is obtained
from the calibration procedure described below. The presence of an excess heat source
is detected by the increase of all the monitored temperatures.
In particular, the external wall temperature of the cell depends on its heat exchange
coefficient and on the thermal power produced or applied inside the cell. OUf
calorimetric cells can be regarded from this point of view as black boxes. At constant
external conditions. an equilibrium temperature increase of the wall is related to an
extra heat production , if the power input remains unchanged.
Let Pin be the electrical power supplied to the cell heater and To the thermal bath
temperature (room temperature in our case). At the thermal equilibrium a difference
between the temperature of the wall Tw (T, for cell .\ and T, for cell B) and To is
measured. If A(T) is the heat exchange coefficient between the wall and the bath, the
following rela.tion must be verified

(1)
If some kind of physical-chemical process occurs into the cell and Hi are the related
enthalpy variations , the following relation holds

(2)
where C is the cell heat capacity. Equation (2) is valid if the characteristic times of the
heat exchanges inside the cell are shorter than T, = C / A (cell time constant). II all the
physical-chemical processes last for a limited time period before stopping, equation (2)
reduces to equation (1) in few cell time constants. In the case for which one process (the
j-th) does not stop and Pj =
--+ constant, on assuming quasi-stationary conditions,
that is that the temperatures of the cell remain practically constant during a few cell
time constant, one obtains

d;,

(3)
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v·,·here T j is the final wall equilibrium temperature. In our experiments , since the
processes are exothermic, Pj > 0 and Tf > Tw .
From equation (3) and (1), for the same input power, Pj becomes

(4)

if A can be considered as a constant in the explored temperature range.
Thus, the power generated or absorbed by the j-th process occurring in the cell
is proportional to the temperature variation of the cell when the new equilibrium
temperature T j is reached, at a constant input power.
The instrumental constant A can be obtained from a calibration procedure during which
a known power is supplied to the cell and the equilibrium temperatures Tw and To are
measured.
We have measured the temperatures T w by supplying power up to about 150 W for the
cell A and up to 70 VV for the cell B in successive steps. Results are shown in figs. 2a
and 2b.
From the calibrations , it is possible to evaluate the heat exchange coefficient , A...;. =
1.30 ± 0.05 W /F. and AB = 2.71 ± 0.06 W /1( for celfs A and B respectively at a
working temperature of the sample (T '" 700 I().
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Results and discussion

The sample 103tding in a natural hydrogen atmosphere was performed in successive
steps. In each step, we started with an initial gas pressure in the range 400-:-800
mbar and thereafter a little amount of hydrogen was introduced into the cell through a
suitable valve ("'-p'" 4007600 mbar). When the pressure decrea~ed down to its starting
vO-tue , new hydrogen wo-oS ~dded (see fig. 3). After several loading cycles) the sample
was ready and it was possible to trigger the exothermic process. Such an operation
can be performed by lowering the input power, waiting for the sample temperature to
decrease down to about 300 K, then suddenly restoring the previous power level. After
this operation an increased equilibrium temperature, as shown in fig. 4, is obtained:
the cell is producing an excess heat. Another way to trigger the process is to provoke
a pressure step-like variation. as sho~vn in fig. 5. After the triggering procedure , the
production of excess heat is maintained for mOflths.
It must be underlined that, once the heat producing process has been started, the cells
are kept sealed for all the time, that is no H, or anything else is introduced or extracted
from the cell, except heat, of course, while the input power is maintained constant. The
initial temperatures are newly obtained when the heat producing process is stopped
by following a suitable procedure (see fig. 5 and relative caption).

Cell A
[nitially on supplying 149.6 W to the cell the equilibrium temperatures were 400.8 I(
and 1):3.6 I( above To for the sample (Tp ,) and the cell (T,) respectively. After the
triggering procedure the temperatures showed a sudden increase (to 411.4 K and 118.0

K for T p , and T, respectively) while the supplied power decreased to 148.9 W (due
to the heater resistance increase). Then, the temperatures slowly increased forcing us
to lower the input power twice. The equilibrium was reached at 432.5 K and 106.5 K
above To for Tp, and T, respectively with a supplied powe,r of 101.5 W.
Summarizing, the input power decrease (48.1 VV) would produce in OUf experimental
conditions a decrease of 37 K for Tel while a decrease of only 7.1 K was observed. In
spite of the input power reduction, the sample temperature T pt increased by 31.7 K.
From the ..\.4. value and the supplied power difference, it is possible to evaluate a power
excess produced by the sample of 38.9±1.5 W.
The power excess from the sample temperature variation, evaluated by the method
used in reference [1], gives a value of 68 "V.
Such a discrepancy can be explained on taking into account that the sample calibration
curve was obtained before the process was triggered. \Vhen the cell is in the excited
state, the nickel rod becomes a heat emitter. The thermometer outside the cell probes
the total heat, regardless of its origin, while the thermometer close to the nickel feels
differently the heat emitted from the coil and that emitted from the sample. Moreover
the sample is thermally connected with the outside along the cell axis (see fig. la),
and the power measured from the wall temperature does not take into account such
contribution. In any case, in the follo\ving, we will refer to the lower value of the power,
that is that measured externa.lly.
Cell A produced an excess power continuously for 278 days and it increased slowly
during this-period.
Before the shut-down, this cell was working with an input pO\ver of 94.3 \;V and the
sample temperature T pt of 429.7 K above To. Moreover as a further proof of an extra
power in the nickel rod we performed the following measurement: after the shut-down
the same working temperature was obtained by supplying 166.3 \V.
Cell B
The behaviour of this cell wa~ very similar to that of cell A. In the experimental
conditions the input power "vas 61.8 \;V and the equilibrium temperatures (above the
ambient temperature To) 381.7 K, 246.0 K, 262.3 K, 22.9 K for T" T" T 3 and T.
respectively. After the triggering process these temperatures increased up to 467.4 K,
367.0 K, 325.6 K and 31.4 K respectively, at a constant input power.
From the calibration data it is possible to evaluate an excess power, in the cell, of
23.0±1.3 VV (from T~). By utilizing the T 1 calibration curves it is possible to give a
rough evaluation of ~ IS \V extra power.
Fig. 6 shows the temperature T4 versus the input power and the experimental points
obtained when the exothermic process was active. Vie can observe that the excited
state exists in a wide temperature range. The excited sta.te curve becomes nearer to
the calibration one when the power is lower, as already shown in reference [1].
The mean power excess of each cell multiplied by its activity period (278 days for cell
A and 319 days for cell B) gives an energy excess of about 900 MJ for cell A and 600
l\[J for cell B. Such an energy amount cannot be accounted for any chemical reaction
occurring inside the cells.

In conclusion we can say that all data coherently support the evidence of an excess
heat produced by the sample when it is in the physical conditions provoked by the
annealing and storing in a H2 atmosphere at high temperature as we have described.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.-la Schematic drawing of cell A. Tee and Thpl show the temperature sensor
positions.
Fig.-lb Schematic drawing of cell B. TC11 Tc1., TC3 and TC4 show the thermocouples
positions.
Fig.-lc Experimental set up.
Fig.-2a Cell A. Calibration curves; temperature (relative ';0 the room temperatLire) vs
pOlYer ( Tp,(o) and T,(o)).
Fig.-2b Cell B. Calibration curves; temperature (relative to the room temperature) vs
pOlYer (T,(o), T,(o), T 3 (0) and T,(*).
Fig.-3 A typical hydrogen loading of a sample. The plot refers to cell B. The
experimental data can be fitted with an exponential law. The characteristic time
for this data set is T = 72 minutes.
.
Fig.-4 A sample excitation performed with a temperatllre jllmp (71(0), 7,(0), T3 (0)).
An inversion between T'l and T3 can be observed. Such an effect is due to the extra
power produced by the nickel rod.
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Fig.-5 A sample excitation (three negative pressure jumps) and a successive
deexcitation (vacuum followed by a pressure jump) for cell B (T,(o), To(')' T3 (O)).
The detail of the excitation is shown in the square.
Fig.-6 T, (relative to the room temperature) vs power for .cell B. The upper points(O)
refer to the excited state; the lower curve is the calibration one.
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